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GoToWebinar Housekeeping: Time for Questions

• Please continue to submit your text 
questions and comments using the 
Questions panel

Your Participation
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Agenda
• Ending employment via a Settlement Agreement
• Without Prejudice 
• Protected Conversations
• Why are they used?
• Which conversation and when?
• Sources of further help
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Redundancy Conduct Capability

Some other 
substantial reason

Contravention of a 
duty or restriction 

imposed under 
statute

Resignation

Settlement 
Agreement

Ending Employment via a Settlement 
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Ending Employment via a Settlement 
• A legally binding document 

• Sets out agreed terms in exchange for the employee 
waivering their rights to take the matter to a tribunal

• Can be used for:

• unfair dismissal claims

• settling workplace disputes 

• Settling issues not resulting in the termination of 
employment.

• Two ways in which achieved:

1. Without prejudice conversation

2. Protected conversation
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Without Prejudice

• What was the old ‘compromise agreement’

• Communications protected by without prejudice privilege:

• inadmissible in court

• Cannot be made the subject of a disclosure order in 
proceedings

• Requires a dispute

• Conversation must be held for the genuine purpose of 
attempting to resolve the dispute and seek a compromise
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Without Prejudice

• No limitations associated so the communications can cover 
claims of:

• Discrimination

• Automatic unfair dismissal

• Unlawful detriment

• Breach of contract

• Health and safety matters

• TUPE claims are not protected
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Protected Conversation

• Pre Termination Agreement

• 2013 introduced section 111a into the Employment Rights Act

• Existence and content are non disclosable at tribunal

• An existing dispute is not needed but must have agreement from 
the employee to enter the protected conversation
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• Limitations on this type of conversation

• Narrow definition restricting to unfair dismissal cases

• When conversations go outside this narrow definition

• the contents become unprotected and

• can be admitted as evidence in a tribunal claim

• Can be initiated by employee or employer

• The conversation cannot be improper

Protected Conversations
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• Protection can be lost where there is improper behaviour 

• What is ‘improper’ is determined by the Tribunal on the 
circumstances of the case:

• Employer puts undue pressure on the employee to 
consider any settlement

• Employee is told to enter into a settlement agreement 
or be dismissed

• All forms of harassment, bullying and intimidation 

Protected Conversations
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Why are they used?

Data provided by the Ministry of Justice for the 2019/20 financial 
year:

Maximum 
Award

Median 
Award Average Award

Race Discrimination £30,330 £8,040 £9,801

Sex Discrimination £73,619 £14,073 £17,420

Disability 
Discrimination £265,719 £13,000 £27,043

Age Discrimination £243,636 £11,791 £38,794

Sexual Orientation 
Discrimination £96,645 £27,936 £9,245
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• Cost effective way to ending the relationship

• Short cut a process beneficial for the organisation

• May be more appropriate, less stressful for the employee 
than to go through a formal process

• Provide protection from future employment tribunal claims

Why are they used?
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Scenario 1:

You employ a senior manager who is under 
performing and you do not have the confidence that 

it will improve.  Rather than a lengthy drawn out 
process, which could become challenging and cause 
tensions in the relationship you decide to hold a...

Without prejudice conversation 

Or

Protected conversation

Which conversation and when?
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Scenario 2:

A discussion needs to take place with an employee 
who has been on long term sick for 10 months.  The 
business has genuine concerns that they will not be 

able to return.  You decide to enter a…

Without prejudice conversation 

Or

Protected conversation

Which conversation and when?
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Scenario 3:

A female employee has raised a grievance about 
how they have been treated compared to a male 
colleague and is refusing to return to work after a 
period of stress related absence.  She has asked to 
leave employment under a settlement agreement.  

You accept her request and hold a…

Without prejudice conversation 

Or

Protected conversation

Which conversation and when?
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Scenario 4:

You employ a sales manager with 4 years service 
but because of the pandemic, you need to 

restructure the business and fundamentally change 
the role.  You want to avoid an upsetting process 

and would like the matter to be dealt with as quickly 
as possible for the employee to save them going 

through a lengthy and stressful process.  You opt to 
hold a…

Without prejudice conversation 

Or

Protected conversation

Which conversation and when?
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Scenario 5:

Your employee raises the question of whether a 
settlement is possible during their disciplinary 

process.  

Without prejudice conversation 

Or

Protected conversation

Which conversation and when?
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Scenario 6:

You want to terminate the employment contract but 
there is not sufficient reason for a fair dismissal so 

you decide to hold a… 

Without prejudice conversation 

Or

Protected conversation

Which conversation and when?
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Which conversation and when?
Without Prejudice Protected Conversation

Dispute required Agreement required from the 
employee to enter the 
discussion

Genuine purpose of 
attempting to seek 
compromise

Cannot be improper

No limitations Limitations – restricted to 
ordinary unfair dismissal (2 + 
years service)

Can cover discrimination, 
breach of contract, H&S, 
automatic unfair dismissal (no 
qualifying service)
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Sources of Help

1. Knowledge Base:

• Template settlement agreement & cover letter

• Articles on ending employment

2. Acas Code of Practice on Settlement Agreements

https://www.acas.org.uk/code-of-practice-settlement-agreements/html
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TRAINING COURSES

Book Now!
www.hrsolutions-uk.com/training-courses

HR, Management & Development – Online

Communication Skills       16 September, Thursday  |  9.30am – 1pm
Managing Difficult Conversations      23 September, Thursday  |  9.30am – 1pm
Managing Poor Performance      30 September, Thursday  |  9.30am – 1pm
Effective Appraisal Skills       19 October, Tuesday  |  9.30am – 1pm
Employment Law for Line Managers   21 October, Tuesday  |  9.30am – 1pm
* Equality, Inclusion & Diversity       25 November, Thursday  |  9.30am – 1pm
* Disciplinary & Grievance      1 December, Wednesday  |  9.30am – 1pm
 

* Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
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TRAINING COURSES

Book Now!
www.hrsolutions-uk.com/training-courses

Health & Safety

Safeguarding       8 September, Wednesday  |  10am – 4.30pm
First Aid for Mental Health 20 September, Monday  |  10am – 4.30pm
Emergency First Aid at Work 27 September, Monday  |  10am – 4.30pm
Health & Safety at Work  4 October, Monday  |  10am – 4.30pm
Fire Safety, Fire Marshall  11 October, Monday  |  10am – 4.30pm

Kettering Park Hotel, Kettering, Northamptonshire NN15 6XT
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UPCOMING WEBINARS

Save your spot!
HR Knowledge Base | Events

https://hrsolutions.microsoftcrmportals.com/events

www.hrsolutions-uk.com/upcoming-webinars

Remote working: how can you manage performance?
12 August, Thursday | 10am – 11am

Flexible and Hybrid working – the business for introducing
16 September, Thursday | 10am – 11am

Family friendly – an insight into all the family friendly options
14 October, Wednesday | 10am – 11am
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UPCOMING WEBINARS

Save your spot!
HR Knowledge Base | Events

https://hrsolutions.microsoftcrmportals.com/events

www.hrsolutions-uk.com/upcoming-webinars

Managing the menopause in the workplace
11 November, Thursday | 10am – 11am

How has recruitment changed?
9 December, Thursday | 10am – 11am
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We’re constantly improving our HR 
Knowledge Base and would 

appreciate your feedback on how 
we’re doing. 

Online Survey

Please complete the survey via the 
link below, it takes less than 10

minutes to complete:

https://s.surveyanyplace.com/hrkbsurvey 

YOUR FEEDBACK 
IS IMPORTANT TO 

US

https://s.surveyanyplace.com/hrkbsurvey
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Newsletter

Stay in the loop and keep up to date with HR 
Solutions. Subscribe to our free weekly  
newsletters, delivering you legal updates and 
HR and H&S news.

www.hrsolutions-uk.com /newsletter-sign-up

http://www.hrsolutions-uk.com/
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Further questions? 
0844 324 5840
enquiries@hrsolutions-uk.com
www.hrsolutions-uk.com
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05/02/2024

After the webinar, we shall be sending a short survey to capture 

your feedback, it would be appreciated if you could complete 

this survey so that we can constantly improve.
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